Host AGM_Selan says:
U.S.S. Elara Halloween Special Stardate 10010.29 "Day of the Dead" Episode One

Cast of Scary Characters:
CO: Capt. David “Hair-raising” Harison
XO: Cmdr. Bernie “Witchy” Wall
CSO: Lt. Alexandra “Ghoulie” Gomes
CTO: Lt. Joseph “Terrifying” Timrok
TO: Lt. Jg. Peter “Poltergeist” Pazoski 
CNS: Lt. Jg. Kezia “Dracula” Drift
CMO: Cmdr. Johanna “R.I.P” Ross 
MO Ensign Moria “Out of It” O’Questra: Linda  
CIV: Lt. Jg. “Monstrous” Maor
D’vor, EMH, Lead Man, Scientist One: “Mysterious” Michael Jones

Host AGM_Selan says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Halloween Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host AGM_Selan says:
NARRATOR: Moria O'Questra has had better days, she remembers a time when there was peace ... serenity, and when she wasn't terrified. 

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The MO is beaten, her uniform torn, she is bleeding, she is dragging along an unconscious and also beaten CNS.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: They are in a darkened corridor of the Elara.

Host AGM_Selan says:
NARRATOR: She doesn't know what happened ... why it happened, how it happened. All she knows is that she has to get away, from whatever caused this.

MO_O`Questra says:
::blinks and tries to focus.. but can't.. watches the hallway passing around her.. reaches for the forces that has her uniform::

Host AGM_Selan says:
NARRATOR: She's better off than the CSO and TO, who are huddled in the lower parts of the ship, with a battered wrist light and a barely working phaser, hiding behind a deuterium tank.

TO_Pazoski says:
::crouched fiddling with the phaser:: CSO: See anything?

Host AGM_Selan says:
NARRATOR: All they recall is an attack, the ship shattering, and then the intruder alert ... now all there is death.

CSO_Gomes says:
::stays hidden behind the tank, tries to get the light to work better::

CSO_Gomes says:
::looks carefully, not exposing herself too much:: TO: No, I can’t

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: Do you have any idea on how we can find the others?

TO_Pazoski says:
::peeks round the corner:: CSO: We need to find the rest of the crew...if they are still alive that is

CNS_Drift says:
::Stirs and moans aching :: ~~~MO: What happened? ~~~

Host AGM_Selan says:
NARRATOR: Away from these four, we find the CO, XO, CTO, and CMO in the armory, they were sleeping when the attack happened ... and only recall systems failing and screams, now there is an intruder, something not human, killing off crew ...

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: I agree...but if we leave the hiding place....

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO: Is the COMM systems working?

MO_O`Questra says:
::pulls the CNS into a crew quarters.. the door ripped off.. :: ~~~CNS: don't know.. find med. kit.. ~~~

CTO_Timrok says:
::opens up the weapons locker & pulls out the phaser rifles::

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: I don't know, this was all just so confusing. We'll have to get to a console to check

Host CO_David says:
::pulls out a phaser rifle, and a smaller type-2 hand phaser to go along with his tricorder::

CNS_Drift says:
~~~MO: Ouch my leg is hurting to much, where is everyone? ~~~

Host AGM_Selan says:
NARRATOR: The CEO and CIV awaken on the bridge ... they were on night duty when the attack happened, they recall the fireballs which came out of nowhere ... and then darkness, terror is replaced by determination.

CMO_Ross says:
Self Not again... CO: Sir we should stay together...It will be safer...

MO_O`Questra says:
::sets the CNS on a chair and fishes around the room in the dark:: ~~~CNS: unknown.. dead maybe.. ~~~

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO: First we need some weapons...if we can only make it to the TL... ::Moves silently to behind another tank, motions for the CSO to follow::

XO_Wall says:
::has a hand phaser:: All: what the heck happened?

CTO_Timrok says:
CO/XO/CMO: do we have any information on the intruders?

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: Perhaps the JT would be a better idea

CIV_Maor says:
::at the computer terminal trying to get a damage report::

CEO-Atrides says:
::Groans in pain as he gets up, brushing some of his hair back… pulling out some wet blood.:: CIV: You ok ?

Host CO_David says:
All: All right hang on...I'm going to try and access internal sensors.

CSO_Gomes says:
TO:IT may be able to since the TL aren’t moving

CTO_Timrok says:
::tries to access internal sensors::

MO_O`Questra says:
::rips a panel off the wall and pulls out a med. kit.. going back and kneeing down to the CNS and feeling for the devices inside::

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO: No...you saw how fast it was...in a tight space like that we wouldn’t stand a chance...

Host CO_David says:
::goes over to a nearby panel and tries to access the sensors....and any logs he can pick up as well::

CIV_Maor says:
CEO:: ::notices blood dripping from his arm:: Hrm, as to be expected.. yes

CIV_Maor says:
CEO: It's no use.. the computer is gone..

CNS_Drift says:
::Looks worried, with her head hurting a lot too she tries to sense the TO And CSO::~~~MO: Dead ~~~

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: Good point. Lets try the TL

XO_Wall says:
All: I like to know how we ended up down here, besides the intruder?

CMO_Ross says:
CTO: No but this is not a good thing.... CO/XO/CTO: Now you know why I hate this sector...

CEO-Atrides says:
::Gets up to his feet as he stumbles over to the Engineering console. Kicking a panel below it, a small hand phaser falls out as the panel flaps open. Taking it, he looks back.:: CIV: I'm gonna get whoever did this to us..

MO_O`Questra says:
::pulls out a dermal generator and wrist light.. flips on the light and hands one of the devices to the CNS:: ~~~CNS: here.. you need to get fixed.. we maybe all that’s left ~~~ ::pulls out another and tends her own injuries::

Host CO_David says:
All: Sensors are online....I'm reading only ten life forms aboard the ship.....

CSO_Gomes says:
::crawls behind the consoles to the TL::

TO_Pazoski says:
::moves silently over to the entrance of the TL...scanning the darkness for movement::

XO_Wall says:
::looking around ready for anything pointing the phaser every where he looks::

CMO_Ross says:
CO: OH no the children.....

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: If only I could get to a console without being over exposed...

CIV_Maor says:
CEO: Hold on, I’m going with you.. ::checks to see is he's phaser is still with him::

Host CO_David says:
All: I'm checking to see if any lifeboats were launched....

CTO_Timrok says:
::taps his comm badge:; *Security* Timrok to all security personnel - call in with your position & status now

CNS_Drift says:
~~~MO: Thank you ~~~

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Silence greets the CTO.

CSO_Gomes says:
::reaches the TL ::

MO_O`Questra says:
::pulls out a medical disinfectant wipe and cleans her face off.. mostly blood.. :: ~~~CNS: stay here.. I'm going across the hall.. find another kit ~~~

CMO_Ross says:
CO: David please tell me that our children are safe....

CIV_Maor says:
::notices some thing from the corner of his eye:: CEO: Quiet.. did you see it?

CTO_Timrok says:
::tries to hide his concern:: All: looks like comms are down

XO_Wall says:
CTO: comm systems must be down too?

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CEO and CIV hear a slithering and shifting in the slightly darkened bridge.

CEO-Atrides says:
::Setting his phaser on stun, he glances at the CIV:: CIV: We'll see if I can hot-wire the TL's to work. If not, will have to clime through the jeffries tubes...::He glances over to where Maor was looking, kneeling down behind a console.::

XO_Wall says:
CO: perhaps one of us should try to get to engineering?

CIV_Maor says:
::walks closer to what he saw holding his phaser up::

TO_Pazoski says:
::moves over to the entrance to the TL and gets inside, still looking all around for any movement::

MO_O`Questra says:
::goes to the door and into the hall.. listening.. and slowly going to the next room.. the door also ripped out of the wall::

Host CO_David says:
All: no lifeboats launched.....  Besides the ten onboard, the entire crew is gone....

CTO_Timrok says:
XO: i don’t recommend any 1 person attempting that 

CNS_Drift says:
~~~MO: I think we should try to find the others ~~~

CIV_Maor says:
unknown: who is there? ::sets his phaser on stun::

CMO_Ross says:
XO: Don't go by yourself...Take the CTO with you...

CSO_Gomes says:
::sees that the doors don't open:: TO: This is not a good sign, we could be without power

Host CO_David says:
XO: Yes...split up.  Teams of 2.  Both make their way to engineering.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: A figure leaps out, and stabs the CEO straight through with some unknown blade, it seems to wear a black shroud, and a white ghost mask on it's face, like a Halloween costume.

MO_O`Questra says:
::goes to the wall and pulls out another med. kit and takes it back to where the CNS is..:: ~~~CNS: are you sure there is "Others"? ~~~

XO_Wall says:
CTO/CMO/CO: agreed

CSO_Gomes says:
::opens the doors manually::

TO_Pazoski says:
::Taps his COMM badge:: *ALL Crew* This is TO Pazoski, if anyone can hear this please respond

CMO_Ross says:
CO: Aye Sir...

CTO_Timrok says:
:: helps himself to some body armor::

XO_Wall says:
CTO: lets go ::leads way::

CNS_Drift says:
~~~MO: Yes there are still people on board ~~~

MO_O`Questra says:
::grabs her commbadge as it goes off::

CTO_Timrok says:
::puts on the armor & follows the XO::

CIV_Maor says:
::fires at the figure 2 times trying not to hit the CEO::

CNS_Drift says:
*TO*: The MO and I still here, What is your location?

CSO_Gomes says:
::takes of a panel and sees that the TL is not functional::

CIV_Maor says:
::runs to the CEO::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The weapons fire hits the figure, and it falls back, not screaming ... the CEO falls to the ground.

TO_Pazoski says:
*CNS* Thank god, myself and the CSO are in the deuterium storage room

CTO_Timrok says:
::switching the phaser to full power & activating the lamp on it::

XO_Wall says:
::makes way to a TL, but the doors wont open::

CIV_Maor says:
::Still aiming the figure he scans the CEO::

Host CO_David says:
CMO: All right.  We'll go through the JT.  Come on.  ::walks out of the armory, phaser rifle at the ready::

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO: Now what...we have got to get off this deck

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: And we'll have to use the JT or TL's tubes to go

MO_O`Questra says:
::opens the other kit and pulls out the wrist light.. sliding it in her pocket.. heads to the next room for another med. kit before waiting in the hall outside the room the CNS is in:: ~~~CNS: can you walk? ~~~

XO_Wall says:
CTO: darn TL's are down too!

CSO_Gomes says:
TO:I still think the JTs are th best option

Host AGM_Selan says:
NARRATOR: As the CEO lies on the floor, blood pooling under him, the CIV hears the creaking of the JT tube entrance, and then the sound of cloth ripping down the JT at a quite fast rate.

CTO_Timrok says:
XO: stand back sir

CMO_Ross says:
CO: Aye Sir.... ::follows::

CEO-Atrides says:
::He feels the sensation of the blade running through his heart, the blood flowing. The blade has punctured through his heart, ending the proud life of this hero. Wrenching the dagger from his chest, with his dying breath, the CEO stabs it into the Engineering Console. His dying words are..:: Ya sunnuva....::

CSO_Gomes says:
TO:OR not ::remembers the D'Vor::

XO_Wall says:
::stands back::

CTO_Timrok says:
:: aims the rifle at the TL door & fires - full power

CNS_Drift says:
::Stands up holding the chair:: ~~~MO: Yes I will be all right, just a bit sore ~~~

Host CO_David says:
::looks at his tricorder, which he has linked to internal sensors....:: CMO: Phaser fire on the bridge...

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO: Good point...lets barricade ourselves in

MO_O`Questra says:
~~~CNS: use the med. kit.. ~~~

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: I don't think that’s such a good idea, alone we stand less chance

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: Where's Kezia?

CMO_Ross says:
::looks at him:: CO: David what do you  want to do.. Engineering or the bridge...

MO_O`Questra says:
::slips on a black jacket she took from one of the rooms and takes the 3rd light from the med kit.. shining it down the hall::

CIV_Maor says:
::shakes his head and stand up staring at the noise he heard from the TL::

CNS_Drift says:
::Heads to the MO, and smiles taking the Med. Kit:: ~~MO: Thank you ~~~

CTO_Timrok says:
:: keeps firing till there is a big enough hole in the door to climb through::

XO_Wall says:
CTO: hold off, lets just take the JT's

Host CO_David says:
*XO* Harison to Wall, do you read?

TO_Pazoski says:
::thinks:: CSO: Ok...but I still don’t think this is very cleaver ::moves over to the JT entrance and opens it...carefully checking inside::

XO_Wall says:
*CO*: yes Captain?

CMO_Ross says:
::starts to pace::

CTO_Timrok says:
::turns round towards a sound::

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: Your suggestion is noted for a much as that is worth

MO_O`Questra says:
::starts walking down the hall::

CSO_Gomes says:
*CNS* Where are you?

XO_Wall says:
CTO: what was that?

Host CO_David says:
*XO* Commander, I'm going to try and get to the Bridge, you and Timrok head to ME.

CTO_Timrok says:
::aims the rifle towards the sound:: XO: sounded like a jefferies tube hatch

XO_Wall says:
*CO*: acknowledged

XO_Wall says:
::points his phaser in the direction too::

CIV_Maor says:
*All* Any one receive this?

TO_Pazoski says:
::climbs into the JT and heads for engineering::

MO_O`Questra says:
::reaches the TL and pokes at the buttons on the keypad:: ~~~CNS: lift is down.. suggestions? ~~~

CTO_Timrok says:
To source of sound: HALT! who goes there?!

CNS_Drift says:
*CSO*: I think we are going to try to get to you, Near crew quarters and it is a mess up here

Host CO_David says:
::enters the JT and begins climbing up toward the Bridge, his phaser strapped to his shoulder::

CNS_Drift says:
~~~MO: only one JT's~~~

CSO_Gomes says:
*CNS* Understood. We will wait for you and only then decide what to do

CMO_Ross says:
::follows closely behind....::

Host AGM_Selan says:
NARRATOR: Silence fills the corridor where the XO and CTO are ... the valiant men are pretty much unsure of what they face, but are quite determined to stop it. Can they? Will they? Or was it just a distraction so whatever it is could go for the CO and CMO ...

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: Slight change of plans

MO_O`Questra says:
::looks down the hall and shines the 3rd light.. sighs:: ~~~CNS: right ~~~  

CNS_Drift says:
::Heads to the JT's:: ~~~MO: I hate these things ~~~

CIV_Maor says:
*All* Any one receive this?

CSO_Gomes says:
*CO* LtJG Pazoski and I are in the deuterium storage room waiting for the CNS. Do you have any more information on this intruder?

MO_O`Questra says:
::heads for the JT.. turning her light off and pulls out a cutting knife.. to pry the hatch open::

XO_Wall says:
CTO: lets go slowly ::begins to walk toward the sound::

Host CO_David says:
Self: I swear I'll never get in another one of these again...

TO_Pazoski says:
::gets back out of the JT:: CSO: What is it?

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The figure leaps down between the XO and CTO ... it's blade slashing out and catching the CTO in the arm, while the XO is hurled back.

Host AGM_Selan says:
NARRATOR: Guess not.

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: We should wait for Kezia first

CIV_Maor says:
::looks back at the CEO body:: self: no reason in staying here.. ::opens the TL doors::

CTO_Timrok says:
::staggers back yelling::

MO_O`Questra says:
::opens the hatch and stands to one side.. waiting for anything to happen::

Host CO_David says:
*CSO* Lieutenant, good to see your alive.  I'm on my way to the bridge....see if you can get to ME.

CTO_Timrok says:
::lifts his phaser & fires at the thing::

Dead-CEO-Atrides says:
::is dead, but still looks rather stylish::

CSO_Gomes says:
*CO* Understood, its good to hear your voice too sir

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO: Good idea...where is she??

XO_Wall says:
CTO: Timrok!! ::gets up quickly after being thrown ,go over to him::

CMO_Ross says:
Self; Gee this was the last place I expected to be doing this with David...but here we are again...

MO_O`Questra says:
::turns slowly into the hatch and shrugs:: CSN: ok.. here we go.. ::puts the kit on her back and climbs in::

CSO_Gomes says:
*CNS* Where are you now?

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO: So we are heading for engineering now?

XO_Wall says:
::points phaser in the direction of what ever it was went::

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: Yes we are

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The figure hurls it's blade, or whatever, it is into the XO's stomach ...

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: Do you remember your JT geography?

CMO_Ross says:
CO: What deck are we on?

CIV_Maor says:
::enters the JT from the TL entrance::

MO_O`Questra says:
::pauses:: ~~~CNS: Drift! did you.. feel that? ~~~

TO_Pazoski says:
::gets back into the JT:: CSO: Of course ::smiles and heads for ME::

XO_Wall says:
::fires phaser at the same time toward it::

CTO_Timrok says:
::charges at the Figure & fires his phaser point blank into it as he slips past toward the XO::

CNS_Drift says:
~~~MO: Feel what? ~~~

CSO_Gomes says:
::climbs into a tube right behind Peter:: TO: Now be careful where you put your feet, I'm right behind you ::smiles::

CIV_Maor says:
::begins crawling in the JT now sure what to look for::

Dead-CEO-Atrides says:
::dead in a pool of his own blood.::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The figure holds it's blade in the XO's stomach, then rips it out as it's shredded by phaser fire, comes about and rushes away.

CSO_Gomes says:
*CNS* Slight change of plans, the Captain wants us to go to ME, meet us there

CTO_Timrok says:
*CO* we have the intruder at our location!

MO_O`Questra says:
::swallows:: ~~~CNS: nothing.. lets go ~~~ ::reaches a horizontal ladder and slides down a few decks::

CTO_Timrok says:
*CMO*: medical emergency - man down

CNS_Drift says:
*CSO*: We will meet you there then

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO: Trust me ::starts to climb::

CNS_Drift says:
~~~MO: what is it? ~~~

XO_Wall says:
::darts to the side hitting himself up against the corridor, Yells:: Ahhhh!!!

CNS_Drift says:
::Follows the MO::

CIV_Maor says:
::notices an opening to a room and he stares down searching for some thing::

CSO_Gomes says:
TO:I guess I'll have to

Dead-CEO-Atrides says:
::dead still, while women mourn his passing.::

MO_O`Questra says:
~~~CNS: Bernie.. ~~~ ::climbs into the next JT and moves on::

CSO_Gomes says:
 ::smacks her light so it works a bit better::

Host CO_David says:
*CTO* See if you can contain it.  But be careful...

XO_Wall says:
::slumps to the floor, crouch up it pain::

CIV_Maor says:
::doesn’t find any thing and proceeds::

CMO_Ross says:
*CTO* Ross here  I  am not leaving the Capt. side you will find a emergence med. kit near by.....

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: Did you ever get your phaser to work again?

CTO_Timrok says:
*CO/ CMO* we need help here

MO_O`Questra says:
::reaches the deck the XO is on and detours that direction:: 

Host CO_David says:
::stops at a junction:: CMO: Deck 8....

CTO_Timrok says:
:: rummages about for an emergency med. kit::

CNS_Drift says:
::Concentrates then winces at the pain:: ~~~ MO: This is not good ~~~

CMO_Ross says:
CO: What do  we do?

CIV_Maor says:
*CTO* What deck are you?

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO: Um...yes, but I don’t know how long it will last ::keeps going up...then turns right::

CTO_Timrok says:
::whips out his medical tricorder & scans the XO's wound::

XO_Wall says:
::yells and moans from the intense pain::

Host CO_David says:
CMO: We have to get to the bridge......

MO_O`Questra says:
::kicks the panel off and looks around:: ~~~XO: where are you? ~~~

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: OK, lets hope its enough. You know, the first time I was stuck in one of these it was much like this

CTO_Timrok says:
*CIV* 12 - outside TL1

Host AGM_Selan says:
NARRATOR: The MO's screams fill the corridor, and are then cut short.

Host CO_David says:
*CTO* Lieutenant, see if you can find a med.-kit.  Drag Commander Wall to sickbay if you have to.

CMO_Ross says:
CO:  I agree...

CIV_Maor says:
*CTO* I'm on my way with a med.-kit.. I’m a few decks away from you..

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: Hiding from the unknown… but at least then I had a small idea of what was after me.

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO: And you made it...

CTO_Timrok says:
::sticks a syringe thingy in the XO's neck:: XO: this should help the pain

CSO_Gomes says:
::smiles:: TO: yeah, I made it

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CNS is hurled into a bulkhead, but is still alive.

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: We will make it too

XO_Wall says:
::goes unconscious, from the wound::

CNS_Drift says:
Self : Ouch

CMO_Ross says:
*CTO* If you can get him to sickbay the EMH should still be online... Use it...

Host CO_David says:
::begins to climb again, starting to sweat a bit:: CMO: C’mon...

CTO_Timrok says:
XO: can you walk?

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO: Lets hope so...here we are ::kicks open the JT hatch and gets into ME, he sweeps the area::


CIV_Maor says:
::jumps down and reaches deck 12 and exits the JT and notices the CTO:: CTO: What's the problem?

CMO_Ross says:
CO: Yes sir....::follows::

CSO_Gomes says:
::leaves the JT as well… looking carefully::

CTO_Timrok says:
CIV: we have to get him to sickbay - he’s loosing a lot of blood from the stomach wound

CNS_Drift says:
::Runs of as quick as she can:: ~~~MO: Run ~~~

XO_Wall says:
::becomes very limp::

CIV_Maor says:
CTO: Very well, you take the legs and I’ll take the head..

CTO_Timrok says:
::slaps the XO: self : he's out of it

TO_Pazoski says:
::goes over to the weapons locker and takes out a new phaser:: CSO: Lets beat this thing

CTO_Timrok says:
:: grabs the legs - wincing from the pain in his arm::

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: Yeah ::gets a rifle::

CIV_Maor says:
::grabs the XO by his head and begins walking::

CNS_Drift says:
::Panics and heads for ME as quick as she can::

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: Of course we have no idea if these will work

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: Oh, and Peter...this time I pass on the samples ::smiles::

CTO_Timrok says:
::helps carry the unconscious XO to sick bay & dumps him b4 activating the EMH::

Host CO_David says:
::decides it's best to turn on his light::

TO_Pazoski says:
::Takes out a photon grenade and places it by the Warp Core, he takes the detonator and places it in his belt:: CSO: If we die...we blow the ship...if not, you will have your sample ::smiles back::

Host CO_David says:
CMO: Deck 4..... almost there.

CIV_Maor says:
CTO: Is the EMH working?

CSO_Gomes says:
::nods:: TO: All right... but be careful with that detonator

CMO_Ross says:
CO: We will get to the bottom of this...

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: Lets see what we can do from down here

CSO_Gomes says:
::goes over to a console::

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO: Agreed

CSO_Gomes says:
::tries to access internal sensors::

XO_Wall says:
::heart rate begins to slow down a lot::

Host EMH says:
::Appears, his image is distorted, and continues to shift:: What is the eme-r- ge-- zzyyyyyyy

CNS_Drift says:
::getting out of breath and aching, she sounds worried:: *CSO*: Where are you, The MO is Dead

TO_Pazoski says:
*CO* Sir, we have secured ME...and we have booby trapped the Warp Core...just in case

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: See if you can get power back to TLs

CTO_Timrok says:
:: look at Maor::

Host CO_David says:
*TO* Understood, just make sure that core can't blow for any other reason....

Host EMH says:
ACTION: The EMH flickers for a moment, then vanishes. Some of the lights in sickbay flash out.

CSO_Gomes says:
*CNS*I am very sorry to hear hat. We are in ME, join us here… it looks safe

CTO_Timrok says:
CIV: i hope u know good first aid

CIV_Maor says:
::notices the CTO stare:: CTO: get me that table from there ::points at the table::

CTO_Timrok says:
::gets the table quickly::

TO_Pazoski says:
*CO* Aye sir...I’m going to configure the core to blow when there is no crew left alive

CNS_Drift says:
*CSO*I am getting there as fast as I can

Host CO_David says:
::sees the hatch to the bridge:: CMO: All right, here we go.  ::readies his phaser rife, opens the hatch, and dives onto the bridge::

CSO_Gomes says:
*CNS* Yes Kezia, hurry. We are stronger if we are together

CIV_Maor says:
::grabs a medical scanner and scans the XO::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The bridge is empty.

CSO_Gomes says:
::looks for the intruder::

CMO_Ross says:
CO: Read...

XO_Wall says:
::life signs grow weaker::

CTO_Timrok says:
*CMO* the EMH is offline- we could use u here

CIV_Maor says:
::grabs the correct instrument and begins rotating it over the XO wound::

Host AGM_Selan says:
NARRATOR: The cold, horrible sense of death fills the CO and CMO ... the crew that once served here are now just cadavers, as cold and lifeless as the Elara is.

TO_Pazoski says:
::sets the photon grenade when the last crew member dies and then tries to get Main Power back online::

CTO_Timrok says:
::scans the XO again with the tricorder:: CIV: he's bleeding to death

Host CO_David says:
::scans the bridge quickly with his eyes, then closes the hatch and goes to a nearby console::

CMO_Ross says:
*CTO* Mr. Maor is with you... he is a  Starfleet medical officer ...

CTO_Timrok says:
::raises an eyebrow at Maor::

CNS_Drift says:
::Scrambles out of the JT and  running into ME looking very disturbed::

CSO_Gomes says:
::sighs:: TO:I know where the crew is… a few of them any way...but their mostly dead

TO_Pazoski says:
::turns and points his phaser at the CNS:: CNS: Geesh... don’t do that...

CMO_Ross says:
CO:I feel cold...something not right...

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: But I still can't find who did this

CIV_Maor says:
::shakes his head:: CTO: I suggest you relax a bit.. ::changes the variables of the machine and moves the instrument over the XO again::

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: Kezia, good to see you. Grab a phaser and a vest like us

CNS_Drift says:
::Giggles:: TO: Well I know we have pointed phasers at each other before, but

CNS_Drift says:
CSO: Likewise

CTO_Timrok says:
CIV: when this thing is dead - I’ll relax

CSO_Gomes says:
TO/CNS:I only detect 8 crew alive...one of them only barely

CNS_Drift says:
::Grabs a phaser as fast as she can::

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO: try scanning for movement...

CTO_Timrok says:
CIV: besides - I’m squeamish

CIV_Maor says:
::grabs an hypo from the desk and injects it to the XO neck::


CIV_Maor says:
::looks at the reading from the computer:: CTO: i stopped the bleeding at least..

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Suddenly, sickbay's doors burst open ... and the figure leaps through, the CIV and CTO die quickly ... barely before they can react, their blood splattering on the floor. The figure looks at the dying XO, and leaves him.

Host CO_David says:
::tries to bring full power back online:: CMO: Watch my back, scan to see if there is any other animate life on the ship...

CTO_Timrok says:
::falls to the ground in pieces - last thought "oh bugger" ::

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: I doubt it would work

CSO_Gomes says:
:shakes her head:: TO/CNS: make that 6 life forms

CMO_Ross says:
CO: Aye Sir... and I am watching your back as well as my own...

CNS_Drift says:
::Worried as she feels the others pain:: CSO/TO: Do you know what has happened?

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO/CNS: I say we get off the ship before it is too late

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: Its all very confusing...do you sense anything?

CSO_Gomes says:
TO/CNS: Wait, I'm picking up an energy signature

CNS_Drift says:
CSO: There are two options with out the CO and XO self destruct no longer is an easy option, so we may have to get of the ship

Host CO_David says:
::looks at damage readings and warp core output monitor::

CMO_Ross says:
::walks over to main science phaser at the ready::

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO: What kind of energy signature,...where is it heading?

XO_Wall says:
::life signs faint to silence, and dies::

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS:I agree. The energy signature is leaving sickbay and heading to here

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS/TO: The last 2 dead crew were on sickbay

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO: That’s it...we should get out of here now...and I mean right now

CNS_Drift says:
::Grabs a tricorder:: CSO: What is it?

Host CO_David says:
Computer: Status?

CNS_Drift says:
CSO/TO: shall we move from here?

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: I can't tell… just that its a energy signature, .009...heading here

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: One of the walls bursts open, and the figure flies toward the CSO, CNS and TO.

TO_Pazoski says:
::rolls to the floor shooting at the thing::

CNS_Drift says:
::Fires her phaser at what ever it is::

CSO_Gomes says:
::runs from the figure and fires at it::

CNS_Drift says:
::Falling to the floor::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The combined weapons fire rips off the figure's shroud, revealing a D'vor whose hand is formed into a blade.

Host D`Vor says:
::Growls, and leaps at them, hungry::

TO_Pazoski says:
::dives out the way again and keeps firing::

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS/TO: I can't believe I didn’t recognize it. Its a D'Vor

CSO_Gomes says:
::continues to fire::

Host D`Vor says:
::Wraps it's tendrils around the TO, snapping his neck, while throwing it's blades toward the CNS and CSO::

CNS_Drift says:
::Fires again as she moves out of the way::

TO_Pazoski says:
::slumps to the floor staring blankly into space::

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS/TO: Firing doesn't do much good....we have to get out of here

CMO_Ross says:
CO:  Sir....This is what the ship was like last time....Same reading....

Host CO_David says:
CMO: What reading?

Host D`Vor says:
::Holds the TO for a moment, staring at his head, just staring ... it's hunger consuming it, but unable to drain the life energy::

CNS_Drift says:
::keeps out of the way:: CSO: All right what kills it?

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: It is still uncertain… only heavy fire killed them so far

Host D`Vor says:
Feed ...

Host D`Vor says:
::Just stares at the TO's head::

CMO_Ross says:
CO: Don't ask me how I know but.... its......

CSO_Gomes says:
CS: On my mark… Fire ::opens fire on the creature::

Host CO_David says:
::turns:: CMO: What's the reading?

Host D`Vor says:
::Screams an inhuman scream which is heard throughout the ship as it is hit by weapons fire::

Host CO_David says:
::hears the scream:: Self: I've heard that scream before....

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: Hide behind a console, now! and that’s an order

CMO_Ross says:
CO: David I am checking the science station before the power went out and this is what they were like during the D'vor...David its back...

CSO_Gomes says:
::starts overloading her phaser::

Host CO_David says:
Self: No way....::turns back to the console and begins scanning the ships interior for the .009 variance::

Host D`Vor says:
ACTION: An unfamiliar voice suddenly says "End Program," and the Elara, along with the entire Elara crew, both dead and live, fade away, revealing a black holodeck, and definitely not a Starfleet one. The D'vor is alone in there ...

Host D`Vor says:
::Looks around::

Host D`Vor says:
ACTION: The doors to the holodeck open, and four men enter ... all wearing black leather uniforms, the lead is wearing a pair of sunglasses.

Host D`Vor says:
::Stares, and then growls, preparing to attack::

Host D`Vor says:
ACTION: A group of scientists follow them, and take notes.

Host D`Vor says:
<Lead Man> ::Shakes his head:: D'vor: You weren't supposed to attempt to devour their life energy ... you could have killed them all, but you failed.

Host D`Vor says:
<Lead Man> D'vor: It's too bad, we worked hard on you ...

Host D`Vor says:
::Growls, and leaps into the air at them, fearful::

Host D`Vor says:
ACTION: The three men with the Lead man pull out weapons and fire at the D'vor, which explodes.

Host Lead_Man says:
::Nods at the others to holster their weapons::

Host Lead_Man says:
<Scientist One> Lead Man: You didn't have to kill it.

Host Lead_Man says:
::Looks around:: Scientist One: Create better pets then.

Host Lead_Man says:
::Brushes the gunk off him, then turns and exits, and leaves the Scientists to look around at the remains of the D'vor::

Host Lead_Man says:
NARRATOR : And we end this with yet another mystery ... is this the end for our heroes? I doubt it. How about you?

Host Lead_Man says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Halloween Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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